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...Although it seems obvious that marriage and family plans influence

a woman's career,decision making procesp, these consideratifts have not
4 0

been explicitly analyzed in'contemporary theories of career decision
0

making. This paper is concerned with the relationship of three areas:

sex roles, values, and career decision making. The first section is a.
background statement, briefly-reviewing relevant literature to document

values'in relation to career decision making. The second sectionexamines

definitions of-values and hoW values are related tesex.tOles, both

expeitations and behaviors; The third section presipts preliminary findings

of a pilot studY,'examin

sets of value terms in th

The last section ,sunmar

the responses of eleventh grade students to

areas of marriage, parenthood, and occupations.
,

zes the implications for career decision making

--

theory of the present w rk on values related to sex role's. It may be useful

to first provide an it tration of why sex role- related values are critical

to career decision ma g.

The statistics n women in the work force are well known. We know, .,

that 9'oUt Of 10 f 'ales w11,11 work at some time in their lives, that about

1 Piper presented at the meeting of the Alerican Ploy hological Association,
San Francisco; Aug st 1977. ....

The project pre ented or reported herein was perftol ed pursuant to a g ant from
the National Insti ute of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

, However, the opin:ont expressed herein do not necessarily reflect thel p pition or
policy of the Nait'on41 Institute of Education, and no official endorsemg t bY the

% National Inst#ut of Education' should be inferred.
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that the

fths of all women workers are married 'and living with their husbands

umber of. working mothers has increased since 1950, and that the

ried womem:With young children, in the work force has -ite'adily

e also know the extent of occupational segregation by se

number of m

inoreased.

women account for 72% of the teachers and 64% of all health workers,

78%' of all cleriCal workers, but\only 25%. of the category called managers

and administratorE4 We also know about discrimination in earnings, since

,

women's median earnings are less than three-fifths those of men.. IC

differential remains even after adjusting for education.; worktexperience,

and occupation or industrial group. (Women Wo ers Todayl 1976)

TheSe are the statistics, but what about the indiiduai reality?

An article appeared in the New York-lima of/.7anary7, 1977, entitled

7
, "Singles in the Suburbs: \SafetY vs.' Loneliness." 'Parts of interview.

dealt, with a particular 27 ya4 old woman 'and her thoughts about Ark:

I grew up inking 'you get married, ..

I sort of hek my'life in suspensibn, as if
hadn't begun yet. I ,didn't by silverwar
because I. figured', that 's the sort 'of ng
yogi

.

g
.

et marri

. Then/6ne. day

of bricks: whil
I won'/ wait
I want silve
for thyself.

eitho

4
X

So, or a long .time

the real thing er
hopeChest, stuff --

people gie you when

out two year 'ago it hit me like a ton,
I was wait /arOun, life was passing.

more for s one else to give me .things. If

re, 'br fu ure, oOlowers, I'll buy ;hem

/ //

asn't reallyi tti4 myself to the idea-of a career,
because his in3 "this is temporary."

d'wok d' as a 'dental technician and then
to school to study nursing.).

ry ood dental echnician. ... And I had a very
f ered me exc lent pay' and with a tremendous
ty. But at ome point 'those things just weren't

m re. I may be working 40 more years, so it had
k I like.to do. (The interview continues and at

po t the woman sags:

III I t

'(The woman

ecided to go ba

'I was a

good job 4th

"amount of ecu
;' working y
better e w
a late

3
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. I can't define myself in terms of another person,. ... so
I've established my own personality,mor&firmlyy, ... (at a
dinner party where somebody remarked, "Don't worry,, you'll
find someone some day," I told her, "I want yot-to know,
my,soleaim in life is not to. get married.") I-haven't set
a time limit; and cif I'm not married by the tAme_I'm 30, I don't
anted to go jump off a bridge. And if the time, comes thatI\
want a 1141d; and I'm still not married, then I'll have one on. ,

my own.
, 4

MSre.recently; the National Asseaiment'of Educational

(NaP,.1977) has reported the results o a'content analysisr'

rogress

f 'a.writing

sample of 17 year old students. Students were asked to take \a positionS

pro, or con and defend'it, for'the statement, "A woman's place is in the

,home." Only about half the youngsters think all women should' be free to

.

pursue careers olitside he home. Another 20% would let women out' o.. the

house only under certain conditions, such as childlessness. The rest,

about a Xhird, would chain women to the home. Perhaps we should view

*
these data more optimistically, and at ostaiepositively that think

a woman should be able to choose whether to be-a honiemaken, Career woman,

or both. These data may be biased, since they are basea°on ansessaY

question and not a general attitude survey: '?

j /

The Times interview and NAEP dati bpth illnatrate aspects of the
e 0.

relationship between sex riles and work.

4fscrepancy between attitudes about women
\

We are generally aware of the

working and the stigistics,

on women in the, labor force. .However, there are mote, subtle effepts
. .

Of these attitudes toward women,working; as illUstrated by thecsingle

® woman's comments about the difficulty and lag inOtaking a career,commit-

'went. There is a grocilag literatdre'concerned.with defining, and assessing
ci* 1, ..

the level of career commitment for women, 'relative,to marriage an4 children.
.

,

drr
'
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mannerOur concern here is also withethe manner in which these aspects of
0

sex roles impin0 on women's/planning and choices for work and careers.

In interviews of a pilot sample of 98 eleventh,grsae students in

an urban high schLl bothloya and- girls were asked 'the question of

how many children hay would like to have and whether having a family

would make a d fference in their attitudes or plans forwork. Male

responses ve little indication ofany influence of a family, except

1.

to-enco age more steadiness,and responsibility in attitudes toward

work. ,For females, there are respontes such as, "Well, I'll 'have to

ice whether towork fullrtime tiv part time, be home on time to make

the, dinner, to get the kids settled-4own in the afternoon, to run a family.

It's harder when you work."

. ,

Underlying the statistics reported in studies ot women and work

are the expectations and behaviors related VO the'sex roles of women in'

our culture. The most serious omission in conceptualizing a theory

of career choice is the consideration of the effects of sex role social-

ization for women and fhe values held by both men'and women on aspects

of sexvoles that_inflrience career decision making. primary choices

''within a women's world
.
include decisions about marriage and children;

. ,
. . . .

.

closely related choices are those forresponsibilities in home,maintenance:

Theseiarelleft,unexamined in career theory. It has been argued by

4
- Psathas (1968) that aspects oftheWoman!s sex role have dj.rebt

cations fbr the types of occupation a woman enters and hence, a woman's

career decisions.° These important aspects of sex roles, 'such t as

inten tions, attitudes, and values related to Marriage, dhildren, and

home-career responsibilities, need to be eXplicitli tated and examined
.

, 5
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for their relative imiortance in vocation4. and career decisions ma 4

..

by YeciiKn zald.men.

A \ 4

In order to examine the effects of.Sex-rold related values og the
.-7

gareer decision alakiPt process; the domain to be studied must be identi-

fied. OccUPational values (in contrasttosex-rol.related values) \

,

/
,

1/4

have been examined. For example, the Systei Of IntenectiveiGuidance and

Information (SIGN), developed after an extensive research 'effort by

Martin Katz and hiss `colleagues (1966, 1973); includes a set of occupational'

values that are-used in helping students define what is important to

them in- an occupatioht There is no simildr,Set of terms
tt

of definitions

that have been identified for studints in clarifying values related to

sex roles. The research reported in section 3 of this paper is the

beginning of such am effort. The foLlowing section provides the back-
,. .

'ground to the pzesent research.

1.:. Background .'

e 4. /
There several areas of research relg4ed

ire
(

,

sex role va ues' in occupational choice. These areas are the ample

V ;

data of sex differepced in occupational entry, the evidence that sex,

to the examination of

role stereotyping ofoccupstions develops at early ages, along with

gender identity, and the_evidence that women's careers are relatively,
'etN

" _unpredictable. Research .in the area of sex roles is relevant, as

...is work in the Arbas of socio-cultural and economic status and occupa-
/

,

tionil choice.

^ *
o .

tional catogoriea, but they are ,concen,trated in fewer occupational
e ;°

Sex difference§ in occupational choice. Women work in all occupa-

t

t :
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categories than men (U.S. Working Women, 1975). Women constitute 53

of the ciyillan,noninstiiutional population 16 years old and over, but

' more woien'are employed part.time (64%)/,land women constitute only a

,

third (31%) of all persons employed in professional-technical, and nonfarm

managerial administrative occupations. Women are predadinant (68%) in

the persons employed in clerical -saletoceupe.tions.

These employment pattegns begin with early occupational choices

;
expressed by boys -add girls. Looft (1971) demonstrated that six to eig_ .

. year old childl-en gave different responses, accotding to .their sex when -

---.1.,

.
..

, ih
asked what th0 wanted to be when they

.

grew up. There was a striking
. .,

' .
'.4....-

variability in the boy's responses nd near unanimity for giPls (75% of ;t.

'the girls.' responses were In to categories -- teacher, and nurse). AK\
.

A total of eighteen occupational categories were given by boys and only

eight by girls. .Iglitzin (1972) reported two studies "of sex stereotyping

with fifth grade school children in 1971 - 1972. -As early as the fifth 44

-^

.! grade; boys `provide a description of what it might be like ,typical
#

day on d job, but girls emphasiz details of family life r her than career

/ '
Schlossberg and Goodman .(19722) asked elementary schdol.children to

.

respond to i_set of drawings representinf worksettings (6 ogideminine

occupations and.6 maicUlin46. Children"were asked, "Couid4 man work

here?" "Could a WOmanyork. here?" 'Children were more ready to exclude

s . .

wnmen from men's jobs than men. from women's. A study by Entwisie ina
4 , -

. o ' i.
Greenburger (1972) examined ninth graders', attitudes towards women's

, 0
..

. !-
. . ,

. -..
lAn informal obiervation on use of the SIGI -system by Martin Katz and

--,, his colleague Lila Norris is that women students want to locate part-timP
.

,occupations or jobs, although these are not 'included In Sidi.' .

k
7. ,4,
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work roles. Specific attitudes included whether women should work, what
.

c-

kinds of jobs women shouldhold,and whether women are intellectually

Curious. Middle class boys of high I.Q were least liberal; ,boys were

consistently more conservative than girls.

JT

These studies, then, indicate early sedifferences An occupational

ice -- primarily in thedirection of.sex role stereotyping of occupations.

ese findings are consistent with a larger series of studies in.sex-
# .

typed interests and activity ptef&rences summarized by Maccoby and Jacklin.

# -(1974, p..280-283).

The influences of sex role stereotypes are maintained in many ways.

Sef role stereotyping has geen found in several areas of education,

particularly in early reading texts, achievement tests, and school policies

.with regards to sports and special subjects (Saario, Jacklin,&Tittle,

1973). Raley, for example, reported on the attitudes of profesSional
,

.men andwomeri profesiTonal woman-Ts irnal role. While married
#

professional women had positive attitudevtoward the professional woman's

dual role, negative attitudes were held by women employed as ,case workers

and by married professional men (.Italey, 1971). Gray-Shellberg, Villareal,

and Stone (On) found a double standard in the resolution of career

conflicts within a marriage for h sample of male and female college

....

students,and male and female non-college adults. .

0 .

cited
,

. The studies cited Above have doculigted sex related difference%
/

in occupations and sex role expectations., However, they have not inves-

tigated fipw sex role expectations and behaviors interact with and/or are

more directly expressed in the career decision'-making process:

_ *
11...

4v
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Predicting women's career choices. Two studies, Astin an

Myint (1971) add Harmon. (1970), are of particular interest becapse they

are longitudinal. Astift and Mylfit (1971) followed:up 5,387 women

(tested in 1960' in the Project TALENT study) five years after high

schoOl. Measures of abilities, 'interests', personality and background

were used.

Discridinant analyses showed that scholastic aptitudes, especially A

in mathematics, and high educational aspirations ,(college /advanced degree

plans) were the.best pre-college/71-edictors of a career orientation

(sciences, social services; profes ions,Zind teaching groups). Interests

and personality measures were not good pre ctora. A second ,discriminant

'analysis revealed that BA degree, college and graduate school attendance

were important predictors separating natural sciences, socials service/social

sciences, and teaching from office"work and housewife. Having an AA

Ay,
degree carried a large negative weight, and the variable married and children

also had negative weights. A third discriminant analysis indicated that

the most effective'predictors in separating the career groups and non
ti -

career (office work and housewife groups) were completing college and

college attendance, and'selected aptitude variables. Again, expressed

interests and personality measures were not predictive.

HSimOn (1970) sfollowed up 169 women 10 to 14 years after college

entrance (alDhad high scores on the social worker scalebf;the SVIB-W).'
'

Women were asked what their "usual career" was, and were categorized

as career committed and non committed on this basis. he two-groups did

not differ on high'school rank. The career committed group.atiended college

longer, worked more years after leaving college, married'later in life,
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had fewer children, more children at later ages, and more were unmarried.

Klemmacl and Edwards (19,73) Also studied college women .who indicated

\ ,...

,

,that.the occupation that they. Would most, realistically pursue was a .

I. v

Temihine.occuoation and concluded that marriage and family plans .serve

"
\ ,

a critical Mediatiohal function:

..

The findings of Astin and Myint,'Harmon, and Klemmack and Edwards are,

consistent with the hypothesis that a wdtan's Career commitment is rela-
21

ted toiler x role and life style choicea. DecisiOns about marriage,

,children d homemaking respondibilities appear to be predictors of career

commitment.; In contrast to these findings for women, Strong and Campbell

(1966) report on a number of follow-up studies for males which indicate

that expressed interests are,.a major predictor of career choice. Women's

-

/ career choices are more often madeon the basispf sex, not individual

interests, as is` the case for men.
:

Almquises study (1974) followed a class of- college women over four.

211 4 ,

. $

years. -Women choosing occupations.dwithtore males employed did not'

differ from women entering occupations predominantly female in either

sociability experiences or, in relationships widipareats. Almquist might

hive found 'differences between the two groups if career decisions were

related to importinoe of marriage and family plans,

le malty of the studies summarized above provide evidence that

aspects of the sex role' re,iMportant determinants of vamep's occupational'
. . / . -

choices and career patterns, they (11o!iot provide evidence or i dings

are direCtly appricable.to educational programs of career decision-
.

raking. These studies provide evidence of the choices women Piave made

(primarily college women) and give support to the,inflilence of sex roles;"

10

)
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however, these questions need to be

.

regarding marriage, homemaking, ancL

ation in career decision ing.,i

directly examined. Questions

child reating,e-need explicit'consider-'

,

0

Sex rdle reseaCh. The status of research do roles was recen.tly
1

reviewed by Lipman-Blumen (J975)., in an article suggesting directions -for

future research in this area. ShediitingUiShed among, several major :

areas of study in the area of sex roles: socialization, tole confliqt,

identification, role models and caste systems; effects of ,culture on sex,

roles; and'research on the family. Much of the past research has made

41
assumptions. about the-"status quo" of appfOpriate sex roles as four d. for

women and men in American culture, and this frameWork has shaped the
.

,

research/ For example, not until recently was there research clearly

labeled as examining sex role stereotypes (e.g., Broverman et al's

work, 1970, 1972).1

In the psychological measurement field, 1972 saw a series of papers

devoted to questioning the usefulness of traditional measures of masculin-°

ity and femininity (Diamond, 1972;.also Constantinople 1973). There are

now fifteen(instrumenfs held in the Test Collection at Educational Testingr-
.

SerVice'(1975).under the.classificatiaa, 1Measurespertaining to the Role

add Attitudes of Wolen." Some of these measures include attitudes toward
.

.women and occupational roles. Most of these measures, however, are limited
. A

in one of two.ways.: 1), they'assess only the role of women; or 2) they

1
examine the "masculinity-feminfnity".(now expanded to altdrogny) area.

,

None of.these measures is designed, as isthework of Katz on occupational.

values and is the Present study, td elicie.the values individuals hold

1 Mednick and Weissman (1975) provide a brief summary of this area/In the

first chapter of the Annual Refiew of Psychology devoted to the "Psychology
.. .

of women." 1 1
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on sAcific constructs related to sex roles in tee non-occupational \

1

. '7

e.,-

marriage and parenthood areas.

r Ns 4 -1
. r ,

Socio-cultural and economic status and occupational choice. Gumtp_
. .

,\
,

and Rivers (1975) ikeiliewed research findings for: black women in terms ..

.

. of status, occupational chai, and sex role attitndes. This reviel bf
. -

minority group research focused on blaCk women, since information.about
_----

:".. 1
other minbrity'g groups was not as readily available, accordIng.,to the

. .'

`authors. They noted that where comparative studIes.were Made, sex was
',...,.-. . 4 ,44.4,

also not examined,as a variable. Despite evidence that knack women tended/-.
. -

to have higher employment rates-and higher levels Af education than black-
.--.. .

ment black women still earned less than all other groups'and showed loWer
.

rates of career preference 'fors the field,ofthomemaker (whieh Gunci.and

. ,

Rivers interpr an indicatiOn of. accepting levels of respo ibility'
-2--

.
(.--

.

,

9

rather 'than nea'Ssarily lack. of irefrence). The propOrti n of bleak,'" '

women who wished to 'find full

traditional roles of wife.ind Pothr We

ymeht While maintaintrg the

twice that of the white

women desiring this ttgon: Thedifferencebetween blac and° white women _
\

, -

appeared primarily in the pattern of 'employment. ')'-'1,11.1te men want' and

expect to absent themselves.f the labor market while they gave children..."
4

(1). 130). Despite these findings ,,T Gump (1972) found that black w
. - -

. ,

.
, ...

were more-likely-than white women Xosendorse the.
i

view rhqta womante.'

' idgntity.is derived primarily from- Marriagekend Xfiat a mOler with'
. \'). \

., vi

11'children. should remain in-the home. ,However,.thisl ,inding may reflect.
i,

. 0, . - AI1 - %.0, . , ,
40.10,,,, the difference)between desires and. realistic exATIPIfions.(as injlemma*

- -0.

and Edwards findings for traditional feMale occupatidns).
4 ,

.
.., )

a

.''
)-

- , _ s

Gs,

Q
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'Plcou and Campbell (1975) compiled a series of articles on career

behavior of special groups. Amon the special groups examined are

American. Indians; Asiafi Americans, and Mexican Americans, -as well as,,

,warmh,. Status as a member .of these socio-cultural groups appeira to
. ,

infltence career Opportunities and choices.

Socio- economic differences in career choices have been examined also.

Campbell and Persona (1072), for example; found that non-disadvantaged

junior high school students received higher scores on Crites' Vocational

DeVelopment Inventory than disadvantaged students, although the disadvan-

taged scored above the -published grade level. 'A' number of interactions
,

,4

werealso fOUndrthe occupations most frequently chosen by male disadvan-

taged
,.

students were in the to hnical areas in contrast to a most frequent

I(
by the other students. In a similar studychoice of,service -related j

V

with elementary school

middle clais were more

studen'ts, Clark (1467) found that,boyi from the

apt .to prtfer professions than lower class boys who

prfeved "government" jobs.

'The occupation of One's parents, especially of,one's father, was

foUnd to significantly affect .the accuracy of "success" predictions
,-

foicertain courses of study i conege,(Lunneborg ineLunneborg, 1968).

. ,

related to. career patterns of women. In general,. these studies of socio-,
y.

.

Cultur4.and'econimic differences do not give generalizable findings

Nblvey (1963) however, 'did-not find that parental socio-economic .status'

rel g the influencesof-lex rolls on occupational choice. No studies

,

we identified whers the male sex role (marriage, family, home,mainten

was related to Career decision-making.

1
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'Osipow (1973), in summarizing tbe research related to social class

.

membership, noted that both social class membership and sex are importamt il,

i ' °I .

.

situational determinants of career development. These variables affect ,

attitudes and the economic resources available to imblementicareer

plans. In a critique of the literature examining minority group status,

O3ipow stated that, in general, research on career development for these

groups"has confounded rice, social class, ethnicity, educational levels,

and economic: variables. ,

With this research background in mind, we now examine more closely

definitions-of-values and the important. aspects of sec. roles related to
_

career decision making.

2. Values and Sex Roles

r-

Values: -Mallow(1954) defined values in relation to his hietarchy

of needs: "The gratification of any such 'need is a 'values" 'N. 6). .

One reason for knowing the individual's'values is-to be aware of the

influence of values on perception. cAnother reason fdf knowing Values is

,.,*that it is to know the indivIdual:Onature and to have more effortless

. -

choices and 'Many problems simply disappear -- others are easily

.solvable by what is in conformity with one's own nature' (Maslow, 1971,
. .

P.,111). Maslow's well -known.hierarchical theory of motivation'(1954)

included needs such as safety, security, love, self-esteem and self-

actualization.

Mttgenau (1959), like Maslow, did not distinguish between value and

need: "A value is the measure of satisfaction of a human want" (p. 38).

'He ackiredged -that this brief definition-did not convey theisignificance

that attaches to the word value, noting that it'left.asile the ideas of

14
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intrinsic worth and that it was also an awkward approach to the appraisal

orabstrAt'and ideal things such as honesty or friendship. Margenau

placed a .different7erspective on the idea of value by listing the entities

which carry values or to whidh value is said to adhere. These are first,,

ordinary physical objects; secondly, proccesses in human activities

desiii.ked to secure such objects;. and then, on a scale of increasing
. r- .

II,
,,- .

.

abstractness, actually experienced relations or conditions (e.g.,

4 , . I

fellowship, iirenthood, freedom) and'finally ideals such as truth,

l'oodness, and beauty. These entities are held together by a common

bond: , they canlie desired or `punned by human beings.
.14

Margenau also identified two'kinds of values, one that he labeled.

factual and the other normative. The difference is that factual values

are observable preferences and desires of a given people at a given time.
4

4 ; NorMative values Are the ratings, in some sense, which people ought to

giveto valued objects.

.These two aspects of values are like the two aspects often distin -
<

iguidhed for sex roles. Bernard (1976),*for example, discussed changes

in stability in sex roles in terms of nornman4Thehaviors, using the idea

of norms as expectations or beliefs and behavior15Pkonduct as two aspects

,

of a definition of role.

ff

1

ROlteach (1973), in a brief review of earlier definitions, identified

two perspectives from which values have beenfviewed. In the first, all

A 4

objects have a,one-dimengional property of. value (or...yalence) ranging from

positive-to negative. The second perspecti4 is the person approach

represented by 'Vernon and Allport (1931) and The Study of Values. According

to Rokeach, a value is.an enduring belie that a specific bode of,conduct
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(instrumenia). value) or end-state (terminal value) of existence is

personally Or socially preferable to an opposite or converse mode of

conduct or end-state of existence. A value system is an enduring organ-.

ization of.beliefs concerning preferable modes. of conduct or end-states

of existence along a continumn of relative importance (p. 5). Values,

like beliefs, have cognitive, affective, and behavioral components. A

value has a behavioral component in the sense that it is an intervening

variable that leads to action when activated.

What are the functions of values and value systems for Rokeach?

,..values as standards that guide ongoing activities, and of value

systems as general plans employed to resolve conflicts and to make decisions.

Another,way A to think of values as giving ,expression to human needs"

(p " 12).

Attitudes are-distinguishedfrom values since an attitude refers to

an organization of several beliefs around a single object or situation.

On the other hand, "A value ... refers to .a single belief of a very

specific kind. It concerns a desirable mode of behavior or end-sta

p
.that has a transcendental quality_ to it, guiding actions, attitudes

judgments, and comparisons across specific objects and situations

beyond immediate goals to more ultimate goals' (p. 18). This latter,.

expanded,, definition fits the type of values related to sex roles with

dis ihich we'are Concerned. The definition also fits the level of abstraction

at which the occupational values developed by Katz (1973) are located.

The occupational value terms are: High Income, Aitige, Independence,

Aelping Others, Security, Leadership, Interest Fields, Leisure, and

Early Entry. These terms are at a level of abstraction which permits

16
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themto be used to evaluate different occupations, `but they are, in t e main,

not as abstract as the instrumental and.terminal"goals described by Rbkeach. .

(There are some obV'ions overlaps,' but Rokeach has included terminal values

v..

such as national security, salvation, wisdom, a world at peace, and a world

of beauty, among. there'.' 'These are at a diffeXent lavel'and more removed from

everyday experience.)

S

In the model Katz (1966) proposed and later developed}h o SIGI (1973),
.

there are three systems of data in(guidance for career decisio making: a value

system, an information system, and a prediction system. .Katz :1966) described

the function an importance of defining individual values. Questions the .

individual needs to ask-, in addition to 'What are my values? are, Whefe have my' .

values come from? And then the intividual.wili: be better prepared to ask,
, 4 s Oa

Where-are they taking me? Katz also discussed the influence of parents, church,

peers, socioeconomic. status and other variables as influencing the' development

of occupational values. Obviously, they alsO influence the norms and.behaviors

of sew roles. These questions, when asked in the context of factors related to

\ sex roles', are key to developing a dgfinition of sex equality in any'Model of .career

4--d-ecision making.

Sex roles. 'Lipman-Rlumen and Tickamyer (1975) oted that women are

socialized to receive their total gratification throu h family roles, whereas

Men can look to both occupation'and family roles for fulfillment. Angrist (1974)
)

I'

indicated th&t:.-learningi-a_the-aduli_sex-rola-is4seen primarily as occupation-

_

directed for males and family-directed for females. Russo (1976) argued that,

..
.

.

.
0

"... Motherhood
is4

'bhief among thevprescriptions of sex-typing ... the major

goil-of-a-womanis -life is to 'raise well- adjusted, children ... As .long as this
is

.

1 ,

.

situation exists for the vast majority f Women in Western society ate ;the world

inleniial, prohibitions may be eliminated and options widened, 'but ,change

-

7

I

0
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will occur only insofar as women are first able to fill the*. mandate

of mo herhood" (p. 144).

veral writers have; discussed sex roles and' their relationShip
4

to wbm aoccupational choices and careers. Among the definftions

of sex d gender roles.which.have appeared in the literattre are hose

c.

of Lipman Blumen and Tickamyer (1975). .Gender roles are consider
.

.

/
4,

ul'wh viewed as mediating factorslbetween gender identity ale br

female) and role. It is via gender roles which develop out of getder-,
.

,

. .

identity, tha Males and females are.funnelled into ,what is societally
4

defined as sex-appropriate behavior:. "The study of sex roles concerns roles

within all structured settings, the norms and rules governing role perfor-

mince in these-settings, the correlates of role location and griormince,

the special situation ofdeviant roles and those who occupy them;

and the medianics of role change" (p. 303).

; -

Bernard (1976) followed Serbin's definition and ,distinguished,two

comp,sents in the concept of role: 'expectations or norms including

beliefs and cognitions, and enactments or conduct. These are two key
. .

distinctions, much like the distinction that is made with values; that.

is, there'is.a normative; strongly pervasive, socially influenced and

reinio#544set of beliefs, and the reflection of these beliefs-in actual

Condict or behavior.

What,factors or aspects of sex roles are critical in the definition

of sex roles for Women in reldtionship to occupational choiCe and career

decision making? Two'critical factors can be ,identified: ,marriaii (and

the role of wife) and motherhood (parendlood).

.1:,;';: nr,

is

ti

4
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'Bernard (.976) called women's place the lynch pin of the traditional
. .

female role. Data from a 1972 study of entering college women_ehomed

about one- fourth of then believed that the man's_ place was in the hone.

This norm or belief 'persists despite actual evidence of increasing labor

1

force participation by marTied women and women with children under Six

years of age. The discre ancy between the belief and actuality s,

.1 ,

could be viewed as a plusfor'women, a tolerance for de.44itions from

b ..../

an anachronistic, norm. However,Bernard suggested that it also has

dyifunctional consequences for women: "Life is organized' and decisions are

made as though the no were actually a"genuine and functional adjustment

to a current situation" (p. 212).

Dar1ey (1976) discussed the differences in achievement batween meles

and females and provided an analysis of role behatior, particularly the

ambiguity and lack of clarity of rbles. She argued that it may not be duly

_phe kinds of 'behavior demanded by differenesex roles that lead to

differences in achievement, but also differences In theclaripy and
.

cahsistency with which these sex role demands are defined: "... The

, .

obligations and responsibilities of wifehood are not validly depicted,

in movies and. popular magazines no are they, clear simply from observing

the behavior of one's parents, especially when such observations are made

. from the perepeCtive of a child." nd'on the'raeof mother,, "... The
-------__ .i,

explosion of books, articles, an&television talk shows 'on the subject
t- -1--, .

. -:$ 1

,-....

of motherhOod
suggest

that .the expeCtations for tfili role/pre almost
, .

1.
,..

..

without limit, stunningly unclear, and highly variable. Is a good mother

permissiye or firm or both? Is she a frienkteiher children ,or an

advisor or both? :. Note that t is expected of a goodiffather is also

unclear; but-the patent-role 1.6 not generally, taken

l

to be as salient Eot.

.

-19
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a man as it is for a ..woinar" (p. 87, 89)

seriesof studies on sex, career, and family have been

4:01440 out, dm BritiaAl Fogarty, Rapoport, and' Rapoport (1971) presented.

reports that included examination of the special problem of women's pro-

motions to t jobs, experience in both Eastern and Western European

countriest,and studies or families ae ,d work- Leysuggested

:4<
that currently highly quAlified women experience the'sameaomplexities-

-
v. ,

f
as ,men (e.g., fitting together personal, interpersonal and.social .

influences in the choice and dt4elopment of an' occupational career)

plus the additiOnal'setof complexities associated with child rearing.
, .

i

. A valuable-analysis of the dilemas faced by "dual career families"

is provided in case studies(Fogarty,-Rapoport, and Rapoport, 1971).

b

The dilemmaS faced by these families includivihat they call dilemmas

arising from sheer overload; dilemmas rising from the discrepancy betWeen

.,

personal,anksocial no (for example, work after ndhidbirth); dilemmas
-T-

,

identity 1-* one cannop,be a good woman and a 4king woman, beca;se.

work is seen as Masculine; social network with family and inlaws;

and role cycling dilemkas. Thislatter dilemma occurs in two ways --

'between the.occuOitional rOlks of husband and Wile and family Ties, and

between the occupational role of the husband'and,the occupational role

,
'of the wife. This framework for problems faced by .families in Whice'

a

both partners are committed to work Nay be part' of the analysis reqUired

to assiktheorists and practitioners to understand the relationship
. .-

,

between sex role values and career decision making for women. The goal
.

v;
in career4angpsion theory is not to predict onlyagcupational satisfaction,

but more generally, satisfaction with Work as it f is 1 o a life pattern.

, -ti
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_Other analyis that emphasize the imPortafice Of sex.rola to career
. . .. ,.

P

developmeht are those that'exanine the stages of women's" lives. For

.
. N

4
example, there are-the life style patterns cited by 6inzberg(1966) ,

. .
.

,

and the British pattern reported im'Fogarty, Rapotiort, aheka0Oport .'
4' %r

(1471). Bernard (1975) discUased stage theories ofdeveiopment and
. .-

, .

,

proposed that for women vemore useful analysis may considt of examining

flevelopikntal discontinuities -- thatis,-the sharp changes that occur

at critical points life. The dtscontinuities are: about age 8,
-

when little s areAtieflected toward dependency rather than independence;

0 .

4

marriage, where the woman finds out that she :will have tsupply the

dependency needs of her husband; at motherhood, where she has sole respon-
°

..

sibility for the care of'a dependent infant; and the two later stages,'
ft,

.. _.,

,.
'4, , , 4 i . .

.

when the last child enters school,;thestage of - middle- motherhood;

and fin ally,.lae -motherhood.' a

__

`These or more refined analyses of .stages' and life patterns may be
4 p

...
-,

the'start. of a framewbrk to assist Clients, counselors, and 'theorists
C. ' ...

,

to focus more ,sharply on the substance of career decision making theory

for bodCwotah and men. l_leck (1976)took a broader view oftke relations
-,

e.
..1

ship of work and other spheres of life-for men. .The full range of life's
, .

,.
..

, ..

spheres atel
to.h0'1,1,

examined and men also have considerable gains -to make
'

.

:'"'

ill-loosening and changiig;their roles. "TTEes ___erftisTeck considered are
.

relationships with women, relationships. with other imen, relationships with

children, and involvements with.york:
,4For example, many'men.now see

emotionalheterosexual relationships as the only legitimate

support Whic -men lieed, 44 their ".daily struggle."

\ e

21
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. ,

While we tau identify the importance of marriage, parenthood, andto a

. - .
. ,

lesser extent in women's' lives,.the problem is hoW to(fderitify
_

. .

. .

valueTato counselors and clients can focus on them in career detision

making. Katz provided a-model in the occUpational.Values that he,devepped

, ''' .
1

,,..
`awl into GI.l integrated io SI 'It seemed advantageous to develop a %et of

. t

-y
terms for marriage and parenthoed and to also label them values. The

,

4 , .

.....-

label value would make clear that the concepts are philosOphioally funda-
, ..

. -
,

mental, can be examined, .4.nethat here can be alternate
.

choices of
t-

behavibrsro satisfy needs represented by the concepta, Ways of Ante-
*

grating work, personal relationships; and family life to 'e eve the
4

.needs and desires one holds. 4

,
`

.
r

The pilot study on sei role values is-part of a series.of,studies
,

:-..

s'

.

.

being funded by NIE
.

within a program which is"focused on career awareness.
-

.
. .

"
The basic frameKork for this program of researgh includes: influencers,

.

such as the family, school mass media, and communliy*groua'or other
.1°

institutions; 2,> ;he individual's' skills in self-asseaament'and decision.'

making; 3) the concept of career awareness, knowledge, preferences,
, .

self concepts; and the result, 4) making decision in career forming i
0

I.
. .-e

situations (Eage; Charner, and ilandourt 1.976): ' _ w -,i- r

As shown in, Figure L ;this project is concerned, with three areas:

-sex ro s, values, atid career decision Making.'For-sex roles, the
..

4 .

traditional normative a s for,females are the;marVage relationship,

,parenthood (motherhood) and child fearing, and homemaking. The tradition-
.

airy male- focused. areas are education and oc4upationa. Dernard°,(1976)

hay.emphasized that sex role norms or expectations are very stable despite

the entry'of married women and women with children into the work force.

\

4



'ASex Roles

Norms (expectations)
Behavior

'TraditionallY
Female

Figure 1,-

Sex roles, Values and Career Decision, Making

Marriage
relationship

Parenthood
(motherhood)

111-

Childrearing ,r

Homlmaking

Traditionally Education
Male

Occup4tion

Atub*.

. Stable norms.despite,
entry of marries
women and women
with children into,
the work force (BerAard, 1976)
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Marriage _

Companionahlp
Parenthood
Security

Values

Parenthood Occupational

Joy High income
Challehge Prestige
Stability Helping others

Plans (anticipated behaviors) ,

Work Pattern

Marriage (timing). '-

Children (number timing),

O.
Boithemrng Responsibilities

. NoW: How are these values and plans related to
career decision making?

.

6
Long Rake: Can intervene ion based on exploration

of. these values and plans affect sex-equality
in career decision making?

p

#-;

'a

Career Decision' Making
(Now)

1. Educational Plans

2. Occupations
Considered

3. Level of Aspiration

4. Level of Work/
Career Commitment

ts)

Criterfr-fot Sex - Equality
in Career Decision Making
'(Long Range)

1. More occupations
explorgd.

2.'More non-trad ona
occupations explored.

3. Fertill.ty/educatilin

plans Telated.5p
preferred occupations
(Level 9f Commitment). H

4

4. Articulation of
pccupat'ional and
homemaking
responsibilities.

24
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Values, as part of the concept of career awareness, are examined in

two ways. The first is to develop a series of concepts or terms analogous

to the occupational_values developed by Kat". These values are being

developed in two'sreat, marriaie4and parenthobd. This invo ves the

trans,lation of some needs into expressions, particular to these a reas of
u

our lives --,areas fundamental fo the definition of sex roles and heavily

influential in the car eer decision making proces'a for women. The second

' area related to values is labelled here as plans or anticipated 'behaviors.

These are situations in which values may be evidenced` in chdices or

planning. The plans to be examined include lipe for the timingiof

marriage or a long'term relationship, plans foe the nudber and timing

for Children, and the allocation of homemaking responsibilities.' In thds

first stage we will examine how theighlues are-ordered and related to

choices,in the career decision making area. Also, are all1the values

rated both high agid low by some students? We ette also interested 41 how

plans relate to some criteria iih the career decision making area

educational plans, occupations considered, evel of aspiration in education

2and occupation, and level career commit nt..
-,,

For the long range we are concerned with whether interventions-based

on exploration of these values and, plans affect sex equality-in careir

decision making. Some criteria which are 'proposed for sex equality and
. .

career decision making include 1) more occupations explored,. 2) more_non

traditional occupations explored, 3) fertility and edUcatian plans

'related to preferred occuaptions, perhaps a vel of commitment variable

,as is being develdped by Cootbsl, and 4) the articulation or interrelation of,

11,olagene Coombs, Center for Population Stlidies, University of
Michigan in personal communication, June, 1977. Coombs .has under development
work commitment scales, bpt these have not yet been used substantially with

largt samples

25
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-1." ... ,
,

,
..,

occupational and,homeMaking respOns-ibilAties. These variables-are,listed, \ ,.
as a tentative definition of criteria for Sex

.

equality in career decision

-making. That 'is, i£ the individual can .Consider more diccupitions,
.

.,
\(...,

esnbciall non-traditional occupations, and cat( ate planned fertility

/

and lhoietaking responsibilities to work and career Plans, there is an
,

.

Increased opportunfty for sex equality in'rreer decision making--

career decision makingwithout regard to gender. It lb in 4onnectiip

with this ultipate.goal that we have tried, to develop concepts relaped,0
4.

X/
marriage and parenthoOd'that can be examined as- beliefs or (values, and

.

for,w hich clarification may assist in makingknown.the "individual's

true nature":or 'true feelings)rw,When Lese.valUesere explored in
. .

.....

.. . >,?.-
. ,

.
4. '

conjunction with occ4atiojaal Val es, caree e aped decisions may be

..,g t . ,
i ,°, , °

based on a merecomplete integration of work and other aspec s of life. 4
_4 , .

..0.
,

0
toWe turn now an examination of data,on the marriage, parenthood and

,-.-
-'

... 4

occupational values with a sample of-98.llth grade students in'anfkr
:. .,,

. .4 '

h41.4C1100I. N It

2. Pilot Study

Sample-Desdription. 'Participants in the study wereselected to
. .

represent three ethnic.groups (black: Hiapenic and white)' both sexes; and

. ,

two econotic,levelsAle and middle). There were 166students it each

of'six_cells (seis x ethni0-d3lh the exCetion of 18 white males, for

.,;,.

-total of.98. All students were indiVidually intetvieved and raid -three

-dollarb fo; dompUting 'the inter-474: Table 1 shows the distribution of

lik

40'ihe-saiple across all three ,levels.

r 26
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'Table 1. -Pilot sample distribution bysocio-economic level,
Ethnic group and sex.

,_.

Ethnic Grout) Lower Middle Total

lWhite 'Female 7 . 9

'- ;Male 11- 7

\ (34).
Bieck". Female 8 8

Malt -12 4
',

, (32)

.
Hispanic Female. \ 10

'-, Male 14-

Total: f (62)

6

2

(36)

(32)

98

,.. .

0! 'she mal044.of the 'students 16 or 17 years old .(80%) and in,:

ti

---,

'.ihe eleventh gracte.(4.5%°were 15 or younggi). AboUt 80% of the students
....,,,,, * .

. were born 114 New York and 94% hadcspent most of their lives in New York.
-

..

,

,Thirtyope?cent of the students use.Spanish in theirs homes; 58% were
, .

monolingual. A9proximately 35% of the parents had less "than a high /khool

ed;cation; '391 of the fathers and of the mothers were high school

graduates, and 26% of.the fathers (18% mothers) had at least some further

education. Almost-two-thirds (62%) of the students' -were Catholic.. 0 .

estimate,of socio-/economic level was obtained by coding father's

.

occup on (fin-so4 cases mother's occupation) according to the Alessi-
.

capon scheme 'of Hamburger (1958). 'This ieftn.lcategory scale ranges
.

frOm'one, professionals (6.gh level), owners and managers of large businesses,

rto seven, manual (heavy oi migratot labor, not regular or stable),\delivery

,

.

-
boys." thissample; 3% were at 1, 3% ht 2, 16%at 3, la at 4, 37t at 5,',

4% at 6, and 47.'itt 7. .J 14

27
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In order to contrast middle and lower socio-economic students in

the data analysis, the middle 1 was obtained by using students

with parental occupations at levels 1-4, and lower level categories

5-7. This resulted in 37% In the middle level and 63% in the lower level. ,

The educational aspirations of the majority of students (in response

to the question, How much education do you want to have:2) are or at

least some college ,(84%), and 3S% want professional training.

a

Marriage, Parenthood and Occupational Values. The ori of the

sets of value terms varied. The Occupational values were de eloped by

Martin Katz (1973) and adapted-for the eleventh grade students in this

-study:6y shortening 8.1e descriptions. The Marriage and Parenthood values

were developed through a variety of sourcesiTi-fite-tature-search_inclviAlAIL

the terasi values and sex roles; readings in the areas of motherhood, marriage

and figly; trial of preliminary terms with individual, students and a

.sample of 40 eleventh graders; revisions_and re-tryout; and a trial of

Kelley's (1955) Role Construct Repertory Test (Adapted version) to elicit

,constructs used to describe similarities and differences between indi-

viduals. Who were husbands and wives or mothers and fathers (the technique

worked, well with psychologists, but not with non-psychologists). The

marriage and parenthood terms will be revised, mince the pilot study

indicated some desdriotions had more than, one concept in them to which

students responded. Students also had varying interpretations of one

Occupational value, InterestTield, taking this to mean haV-frig-work which

wes interesting to them,"rather than to have a developed basic,inierest

,

ares.(art, science, and so on). to which they were career - committed.

2.8
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Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations for rankings and

ratings (0-8 scale) for the Marriage values,. Parenthood values, and
. .

Occupational values for the .98 eleventh ,grade students. , A particular

concern was ,that each value elicit different responses across students.

0

One criteria for --each set of value terms is that moor two terms are that

consistently ranked at the top otbottomi:that there it a distribution of
, -' t.

, _

.

responses across. the ranks for each term. The Marriage values met this

.

latter criteria, with the exception of the value Having a Helpmate.

No one ranked this value as one, although some (male) students ranked

it two. One Parenthood value did not meet the criteria fully: Parenting

did not receive any ranks of 10, the lowest rank. Two Occupational ,

values did not receive any ranks of 10, the lowest rank possible --

Helping Others and Interest Field.

Some interpretatis o tieTrankings-and_rattngs can be made tentatively,

Although it should be emphesizedthat the purpose in developing and refining

these sets of value terms is to facilitate occupational exploration in

/ relationship to other spheres of adult,life. The focus is on the individual's

examination of needs or values in conjunction with career planning.

With this caveat in mind, the trends in the data for the value sett

are described here.

Marriage Values: Three values received both the highest rankings

and ratings on a scale asking, How important is each of these values to

you? 0 not important at ail, 2 - slightly important, 4 - moderately

important 6 - strongly important and 8 - greatly important. The three

values were A Close Relationship, Emotional Support, and Companionship.

"These values reflect the interaction between the partners and the quality



Table -2. Means and standard deviations for rankings and ratings 'of
Marriage, Parenthood and Occupational values - 98 eleventh
'grade students.

Marriage Values

S.D.

Rank Rating
M S.D.

,Close relationship 2.57 1:9 6.56 1.7
Emotional support 2.86 1:9 5.30 2.3

Companionship 3.06 1.9 5:66 1.9

Parenthood'. 2.0 4,66 2.2

Security
..01
5.43 2.3 3.27 2.3

Naturalrole 6.37(1.8' 2.31 1.9

Independence 6.48 2.1 2,43 2.0

Being a complete person 6.58 2.1 ' 2.25 2.2

Having, a helpmate , 6.69 1.9 1 2.27 2.1

..

Parenthood Values

S.D.

Rank RatingM
Parenting 3.09 2.3 5.91 2:0

Friendship, 3.74 2.4 5.56 2.1

4.32 214 _ 5.78 1.9

Challenge
Responsibility 5.35' 2.4 4,39 1.9

Leadership 5:43' 2.5 4.24 2.1

Accomplishment 5.63; 2.6 3.65 2.3
Stability 4.61 2.5 3.49 2.1

Future security 7,77 2.5 2.60 2.2

Natural Tole 8.17 2.1 2.04 1.6

.1

Occupational Values .

S:D.

Rank Rating
M

Interest field 3.64 2,8 5.90 2.1

Helping others 3.88 2.5 5.60 2.0
Security 4.60 2.44 . 5.29 2.0

High income. 4.92 24.7 4.80' 2.2

Variety 4.93 2.7 4.69 2.1
Independence 5.50 2:3 4.22 1.9
Prestige. 5.53 2.6 3.90 2.2

Leadership 6.35 2:5 3.50 2.0
Leisure 6.96 .3 3.52 LO
Early Entry 8.69 2.4 1.i 62 1.8

30
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of the relationship: Values ranked at the middle of the set were

^,4) Parenthood, Security, Nattral Role and Independence (from pAnts).

Clearly lowest in rank order were the values Being a Complete Person

and Having a Helpmate, although even these values were ranked highly

by some students.

The sample was designed to represent both sexes, three ethnic

groups and two sotio->pomic levels. Group differences were examined by

a three-way ANOVA of the ratings (0-8) for each value. Tte4Fesults are

presented here, only for significant main .effects, but are considered 2'

'tentative, since there was informal evidence that there were different

concepts to which students responded in some descriptions. .

41,

For the marriage values, there was a trend toward a sex difference on

the value, A Close Relationship, cirth females rating this value slightly

higher (2.= .10) than males CA = 6.81, S.D. 1.25 vs. M = 6.32, SD = ,1.94).

Ethnic group differences occurred for three values:

Security-- ------14ftite-g,w--1,-21,7.SO 2 -.40-; Black-M = L09...911 =
Hispanic-M = 2.50, SD = 2.15;-F = 3.99, 2.= .022.

O

Companionship Itite-M = 5.79, SD
,Hispanic -M = 6.22,

Independence White-M 2.68, SD
Hispanic-M = 1.69,

= 1.63; Black-M = 5.03, SD = 1.98;
SD = 1.86; F = 3.68, 2. = .029.

= 2.081 Black-M = 2.84, SD = 2.30;
SD = 1.53; F = 4.56, 2. = .036.

These,data indicate that the Black group in this pilot sample tended to

rate Security slightly higher, that Hispanics gave the highest rating to.
.

Companionship, and that - Hispanics. gave the lowest-rating to Independence

(from parents).

°
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. Parenthood Values: Parenting, 1.iendship 'and Joy are the three most

highly ranked and rated values, although again it should be emphasized

that these three values also received, the complete se't of ranks, including

the lowest rank'of 10. These values also seem to be concerned with the

quality of the interaction between the two individuals involved, here the

parent and' child. The values ranked next highest were Challenge,. Responsibility,

and Leadership. These values reflect more directly the satisfaction to the

adult, and arOmore centered on the parent. The remaining four values
o

were Accomplishment, Stability, Future Security and Natural Role. Th

c-4.--
valuds'appear related more to the Opinions of others and to reflect social

pressures.

The three -ray ANOVA's for the

main effects.* A sexotain effect

Parenthood values showed some significant

was observed for the value joy, and a

trend for Future Security. JOY: Female-M = 6.21, SD % 1.82; Male -M = 5.36,

. SD = 1.97; F = 5.27, 1) I' Fe;ales rated Ica. higher than didImaies,

and tke trend in Future Security was for males to rate this value slightly

higher (although both males and females gave it i low rating: Females-M =

2.175, SD =2.12; Male:6=M = 3.04, SD - 2.29; F = 3.60, P = .061).

Ethnic main effects were observed-for two values? Friendship and Future

Security. For' Friendship, Hispanics as-a grouped the value higher

than did blacks and whites (means of 6.25, 5.47w 5.0, respectively,
.

F=4.26 and 2L= .017). For Future Security, all groups rated the value low,
. . .

. ,

but the white group gave it a lower rating than Hispanic and black gropps.

(means.of 2.15,)2.31, and 2;41, respectively, F = ;018, and -:( =.-.046).

Two values showed'a socio-economic level, ma effect, Friendship and
. #

. ,
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)Challenge. There was tendency,for students classed as middle SES to 0
. rate Friendshil higher than those classified as lower SES (means of 5.97

and 5.32, respectively, 'F = 4.13, and p'=.045. Middle SES level students
8--.......1,

it

also rated Challenge higher than lower SES students'(means of 5.25 and 3.61,

respectively, F = 10.68, 2_ .. .002). ,

Occupational Values:- The two values ranked and 'rated most highly were

,4. Interest F.J.eldi and Helping Others. These seem to reflect a trend toward

1 0

Of

self-fulfillment that was noticeable with the marriage and parenthood'

values. Security and High4Income were also highly rated. 'Variety,

Independence, prestige, And-Leisure were ranked near the middle and lower

end of the set. These values seem to be possible descriptors of quality

1 .

of the job. Early, Entry was consistently rated near the end of the set,

and 70% of the students ranked it as 9 or 10. They say thew do not intend,

xo citoOse a careeror,worebecause they can get started right away.

Three-Way ANOVAs for the Occupational'values''ratings showed a .t end

'al

for females to e the value Helping Others higher than males (means of

5:94 and 5.30, r pe-C-tiVeIT, i' 2.91, IL= .09) and-significant main
.

'effects for the value Interest Field for ethnic and socio-eConc4id level

groups. Middle level SES students rated this value ,somewhat higher

than the lower group (means of 6.44 and 5.58, respectively, F 3 6.52,

2= .012). Ethnic groups means were 6.53 for the Hispanic group, 6:18 for

the white group and 4.9/ for the black group.

"Interest Field, as noted earlier, appearedto be interpreted as an
'interest

er

job or work, rather'than commitment to an'AIready defined
basic in est area.
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4/'In ummary, the data from the pilot study of the concepts for Marriage,

Parent ood and Occupationl values provide some evidence that eleventh'

grade tudents respond to the values and that there is divirsity among

this sample in their values, as demonstrated by tht differences in ratings

and rankings. While the analyses of variance of the main groups in the

sample provide some tentative hints of'group differences, these are not

the main focus of the present study. It is interesting that there were

few sex differences among the values. Clear sex differences were found in

another set, f questions that asked s dents to rate the importance of

d.ifferent patterns of work. Students were (sited to rate the options:

fulltime career, 'parttime career, fulltime i'ob, parttime fob, and not work,

Sex differencei were found for each choice, except not York. Males rated

'Fulltime career, significantly more important (0-8 scale), mean of 7.0,

SD = 1.56, than females, M = 6.17, SD = 2.32, F = 41>38, p = .039. Parttime'

career was,rafed,higher by females, M = 6.17, SD = 1.64, than males, M =

0
5,24; SD = 1.56, F = 8,214, 2= .aos. Fuiltime lob was rated higher

by males than females; M = 4.68 and 3.83, respectively, and parttime

iob was rated.mOte highly by feMales than males (means of 3.67 and 2.96,

.1"

--respectively). Thus, the choices that directly reflect the differences

in'sex 41es for women and men continue to show difference's,' despite this

4t preliminary evidence that many'df, the values or needs related to marriage,

parenthood and occupations' may be evaluated similarly by the two sexes.

0

'1
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44.16,

Implications' for Career Decision Making Theory

I was 41 years old,. says, a suburban-hougewife, before
it dawned on me that I rally had had no choicd about
becoming a mother. Not that I didn't know all about contra-
ception but that it had never occurred to me that anything
else was possible (Bernard; 1974, p. 24).

. This quotation speaks directly to counselors and theorists in career

development and career decision making. It illustrates thechaege

needed in the variables included in the theories and, the scope of life

decisions these theories need to accomodate.l'Or more directly, the

irrelevance of presen't the:cries for women.

Osipow (1973, 1975) has ',reviewed theories of career development;

.

including approaches to the study of decision making. Ile acknOwledged

the problems that theories of career development face with regard to

special groups, including women. And,he was explicit about assumptions

made by career decision theorists and'the limitations of current theories

for individu f differing sex, socialclass, and minorit tatus

. v., ../

,(1975). Career deve1613Ment theory assumes that people oss ss am array

of choices about their careers,* The satisfaction of interests i$ achieved

through vocational choice,sanirance an individual identifies a Weld
.

6
. . 1,

he or she will move toward, the individual 'can reasonably `assume training

is:available and that it can be successfully completed. As OsipoW

noted, this view exaggeretes the role of personality variables as they
. -

affect interests and choices. Pot exampleBlau, Gusted, Jedsor, Parries,

and Wilcock (1956) discussed a model that included economicipesocial
,

determinants, as welilts psychological variables, in ocdupatiOnal choice.

This earlier model, was, modified by Paathas (1968), to include importanL

116 another context, Bernard (1978) has stated the i4erative wU4
° "Change in ser4pecialized norms and sex-typed behavior is not a take-it-or-

,

leave-it option. a fundamental imperative. The question is not
t er to do it buttithii hot./ to do it" '(p. 22).

35r
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of sex role variables to'account for the type qf occupations and amount,

.0 . e -

of employment sought brwomen. More recently Krumboltz (1976)' included
r,

. .
.
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*, ("1

-
economic and social status variables In a social learning model of career

selection. I

Osipow (1973) also reviewedbrieily the then-developing models of.

career decision making, which focused more on the individual's choide

behavior. These decision theory models, reviewed more egtensively by,

Jepson and Dilley (1974), encompass alternative actions and outcomes,

with the assignment of values (utilities) and probabilities to outcomes.

The implications of research on sex roles and the examination Of sex
,

exam

role values demonstrate that the,"content" of Career. decision making

models must 'be expanded. The ma r life spheres -- marriage; parent-
(

. .

".hood, and work need to be integrate into the decision pheory medals:-

As.one implication for a specific model, we can examine itatz,!s use of

occupational values.i.TheseValues are rank ordered and,-rated, end also

tested and clarified furtherimulated choice settings to Help. the
,

individual explore priorities. among the values. The sets of values

for marriage and parenthood, with further work and revision, can be

consideied.joint. with the occupational value, perhaps in a hierarchical
A.

model. Further exploration of these values can occur in-thesimulated'

choice settings, where, the values are set in conflict with'each othet

and the individual tries out specific choices for'planning or %integrating

JAs noted by Jepson and Dilley (1974),Katz does not-use NOrmal

, .

. .

decision theory model. Aspects of the formal model --.assessing utilities
related to occupational values 7,- are included, however, and cbmpsred to
Objective (salary)'or subjectively .deed (experts ratings on Security)
estimates of the occupation's placement on each jocciptional. value dimension.,
The'modifiCations Katz has made appear to fit the ne s Of vocational explor-
ation more appropriately than would a formal decilon theoiTmodel.

*
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'the three areas of work, marriage, and parenthood. Simulated. conflict

situations a id check the weights of'iMportante the individual attaches

to the major areas, as well as within the areas, and further assist

individuals to clarify values and explore career related decisions.
4

Osipow (1973) also suggested a fundamental shift in the paradigm /
0

for career decision making and counseling-- that predictiOns of job emery

are not paramount. Behavior needs to be predicted,' bud these museSe
A

particular behaviors that are identified for career development theory ,4 .
.

(or career decision making). Some'of the behaviors to be predicted

are outcome variables such as the %ex equality variables identified

earliter. The use of computerized guidance systems such as SIGI, counseling

groups, iadiqdual counseling, and other interventions should' result in

attglinment of outcomes such as we have suggested. Cooper (1976) has used

related 4'tcomes in terms of increased exploration activities in a stu y

i

'comparing the effects of u ing the Nog-Sexist Vocational Card'Sort,

r

and the Strong-Campbell In erest Inventory. Holland (1975) has summarized

studies using exploratory criteria for the Self Directed Search. Added

criteria are that these activities should gunction equally well for

women and fOr men (although different activities may be required for the

sexes). We expect-to see individual women-exploring more occupations,

more non-traditional occupations, and evaluating their values and plans:for

marriage, parenthood, and homemaking:' Fertility and educational plans

can and should be. related to preferred tions, kl_ the articulationoccupa.
,.i.

of occupational lnd hoieTaking'responsibilities should be examined. We

view these criteria for,sex equality in career dec sion making to be as

important for men aa for women. A recent review byPeter Fiiine (197))

.

7 .
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of. two bOoks,dealing with women and work closed with this comment:

Well, I tell myself, turnabout Is fair play. Remember

ho,' many men have written wives out of their books. But.there
is more to be said. How many men, I asked myself, have
considered so deeply the place of work in their lives?1
Precious few. Perhaps the real turnabout will come when
men can write a companion volume to Ubrking it out.

The most-profound implication for career decision eking theory

9

of sex roles and sex role-related valulp lies-in the area Filene

has suggested.' The integration of values and plans related'to marriage,

parenthood, and work.should'permit the individual a deeper understanding

of her or his own values and the directions in which the values are

leading the individual, as Katz so aptly suggested. The ultimate result

`Ss
nay be sex equality in Areer decision making.

lItalics added.
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